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Abstract
State-of-the-art numerical simulations of quantum electrodynamical (QED) processes in strong
laser “elds rely on a semiclassical combinationof classical equations of motion and QED rates,
which are calculated in the locally constant “eld approximation. However, the latter approximation
is unreliable if the amplitude of the “elds,a0, is comparable to unity. Furthermore, it cannot, by
de“nition, capture interference effects that give rise to harmonic structure. Here we present an
alternative numerical approach, which resolves these two issues by combining cycle-averaged
equations of motion and QED rates calculated in the locally monochromatic approximation. We
demonstrate that it signi“cantly improves the accuracy of simulations of photon emission across
the full range of photon energies and laser intensities, in plane-wave, chirped and focused
background “elds.

1. Introduction

The collision of multi-GeV electron beams and intenselaser pulses is a promising scenario for precision
measurements of quantum electrodynamics (QED) in the strong-“eld regime, where both the normalised
amplitude of the laser,a0, and quantum nonlinearity parameter of the electron,� e, exceed unity.
Perturbative QED calculations of the interaction fail oncea0 �� 1 and must be replaced by •all-order•
approaches, which take the interaction with the strong background “eld into account exactly [1, 2]. While
the theory for this regime is now several decades old [3], experiments are limited in number. In the weakly
multiphoton regime,a0 � 0.4, laser-electron collision experiments have observed Compton scattering
(photon emission) and trident electron…positron pair creation [4, 5]. At higher values ofa0, but small� e,
they have observed photon emission in the classical regime (nonlinear Thomson scattering) [6…9] and at
a0 � 10, radiation reaction (multiple photonemission) in the nonlinear classical [10] and quantum regimes
[11]. However, as yet, there are no experimental measurements charting the transition between the
perturbative, multiphoton, and nonlinear regimes, 0.1 � a0 � 10 at� e � 1. This is likely to change in the
near future, as increasing interest in strong-“eld QED has led to planned experiments that will combine
conventional electron accelerators with intense optical lasers [12, 13].

The transition regime represents a particular challenge for theory and simulation. A perturbative
approach is not suf“cient oncea0 �� 1. However, neither is an approach based on thelocally constant “eld
approximation(LCFA) [1, 14], as this applies only in the opposite limit,a0 � 1: this approximation
underpins the simulation codes [15…17] used to model QED effects in laser…plasma interactions [18…24],
which will be explored in the next generation of multi-petawatt laser facilities [25…28]. The versatility of the
LCFA comes from its local nature and the neglect of interference effects, i.e. the “nite size of the spacetime
region over which QED processes take place, which requires botha0 � 1 anda3

0/� e � 1; the limitations of
doing so have been thoroughly discussed in the literature [29…33]. Experiments that aim at precision
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measurements of strong-“eld QED demand precision simulations of the interaction. However, in the
transition regime, the error made by simulations based on LCFA rates is unacceptably large.

In this paper, we present a simulation framework that overcomes these issues by using thelocally
monochromatic approximation(LMA) instead. This achieves greater accuracy by taking into account
interference effects at the scale of the laser wavelength, which is possible provided that the laser pulse is
relatively unchanged by the collision with a probeelectron beam. To do this, we combine classical
trajectories, de“ned on a cycle-averaged basis, with probability rates that treat the background •locally• as a
monochromatic plane wave, with an amplitude and frequency that can vary in space and time. As such, we
exchange the ability of the LCFA to model anarbitraryelectromagnetic “eld for signi“cantly increased
accuracy in the modeling ofplane-wave-like“elds. While plane-wave rates have already been used in
numerical modeling and analysis [13, 34…36], their derivation from strong-“eld QED has only recently
been formalised by Heinzlet al[37], who combine a slowly varying envelope approximation [38…41] with a
•local• expansion in the interference phase [1, 3, 29, 31, 32, 42].

The derivation of the LMA in Heinzlet al[37] assumes a plane wave, whereas any experimental
con“guration will employ a focused laser pulse. This makes it essential to consider beyond-plane-wave “eld
con“gurations, for which exact theoretical results are limited in number [43, 44]. In order to make progress,
we consider the case of plane-wave backgrounds that have a nonlinear dependence on phase, or a •chirp•,
which results in a localisation of both the wave•s amplitude and frequency. By allowing both the amplitude
and wavevector to vary in space and time, we gain analytical insight into the case of a focused background,
where this would also be the case. We then describe how the LMA may be implemented in numerical
simulations of photon emission and benchmark their predictions against strong-“eld QED for pulsed plane
waves (unchirped and chirped) as well as with focusing pulses. For the last of these, we must employ an
approximate solution to the Dirac equation [45…47], which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
previously been compared to a simulation. Our results con“rm that simulations based on this framework
may be used for precision modeling of experiments, with an accuracy of a few percent in the integrated
probability (improving on the accuracy of the LCFA by orders of magnitude in the transition regime), and
correct reproduction of harmonic structure in the differential spectrum, which has been identi“ed as an
aim of future experiments [13].

In the following, we use a system of units in which the Planck•s reduced constant, the speed of light and
the vacuum permittivity are all set to unity:� = c= � 0 = 1. The electron mass is denoted bym. The
“ne-structure constant� is related to the elementary chargeeby � = e2/ (4� ).

2. Theory background

We begin with an explanation of how the full QED plane-wave results are calculated, as well as a summary
of the main details arising from the analytical calculation underpinning the LMA. (Many papers have
investigated the effect of pulse shape on nonlinear Compton scattering, see e.g. [40, 48…52].) For
concreteness, we specify from the outset that we will be assuming a background that is a circularly
polarised, chirped, plane-wave pulse with potentialA. We de“ne the dimensionless potentiala = eA/ m,

a(� ) = a0f
�

�
�

�
[ � cosb(� ) + � sin b(� )] , (1)

wherea0 is the dimensionless intensity parameter [53] (also called the •classical nonlinearity•, normalised
amplitude or the strength parameter) and� , � are orthonormal polarisation vectors obeying
� · � = � · � = Š1. Throughout, we use lightfront coordinatesxµ = (x+ , xŠ ,	x� )µ, wherex± = x0 ± x3,
	x� = (x1, x2), x± = 2x� and	x� = Š	x� . The functionf(�/ � ) is the pulse envelope which depends on the
lightfront phase� = 
 · x (where
 µ = � +

µ 
 + is the background wavevector), and the pulse phase duration,
� , is related to the number of cycles,N, via � = 2N. The functionb(� ) describes the chirp of the
background. For a pulse without chirp,b is linear in� , i.e.b		(� ) = 0 for all � . (In the following, we will
pick b(� ) = � for the unchirped case.)

We use the scattering matrix approach [54] to calculate the probability of single nonlinear Compton
scattering from a single incoming electron colliding with a plane-wave background. We can write the
scattering matrix element as:

Sr	,r;l = Š ie
�

d4x � p	,r	 (x) �/ �
k,le

ik·x� p,r(x), (2)

2
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where�� �
k,l is the polarisation of the emitted photon with four-momentumk and� p,r(� p	,r	 ) is the Volkov

wavefunction [55] of the incoming (outgoing) electron:

� p,r(x) =
�

1 +
m �
 �a
2
 · p

�
up,r eiSp(x) , Sp(x) = p · x +

� �

dy
2mp· a(y) Š m2a2(y)

2
 · p
. (3)

The matrix element can be simpli“ed to:

Sr	,r;l = �C
� � f

� i

d� ūr	

�
� �� �

k,l +
m

2
 · p

�
�a �
 �� �

k,l

1 Š s
+ �� �

k,l �a �

��

ur exp
�

i
� 0(1 Š s)

� �

� i

dy
k · � (y)

m2

�
(4)

wheres= 
 · k/
 · p is the lightfront momentum fraction of the emitted photon,� 0 = 
 · p/ m2 is the
initial energy parameter of the probe electron,�C contains normalisation constants, the instantaneous
electron momentum is given by

� (y) = p Š ma(y) + 

2m p· a(y) Š m2a2(y)

2
 · p
, (5)

and the regularising factor� = 1 Š k · �/ k · p incorporates all the contributions from phases outside of the
integral. The total probability can be written:

P =
�
� 0

1
24� 2

�
d2	r� ds

s
1 Š s


| Sr	 ,r;l|
2� pol., (6)

where	r� = 	k� / (ms) Š 	p� / m contains the shifted perpendicular momentum. Here •� • indicates directions
perpendicular to the background propagation direction and
·� pol. indicates an average over initial and sum
over “nal polarisation states. The numerical results in exact QED are calculated by evaluating equation (6)
directly: the matrix element in equation (2) was evaluated using photon polarisation eigenstates of the
background [56] and spin states in the Lepage…Brodsky convention [57].

Rather than direct numerical evaluation, some of the integrals in equation (6) can be evaluated
analytically by generalising the LMA [37] to arbitrarily chirped plane-wave pulses. In the following, we
present an overview of this approach, and direct the reader to appendixA for details.

The background “eld is given by equation (1). For the LMA to approximate the emission spectrum well,
the envelope functionf(�/ � ) should beslowly varyingwith respect to the carrier frequency, implying that
� Š1 � min

�
b	(� )

�
(i.e. � � 1 for the unchirped case, which corresponds to a many-cycle pulse). However,

in this work, we also include the chirp. Therefore we will also make a •slowly varying chirp• approximation
(see e.g. Seiptet al[58]). These approximations then allow the squared Kibble mass,µ, which occurs in an
exponent, to be integrated over. The Kibble mass takes the formµ = 1 +

	
	a2



 Š 
 	a� 2

 , where


 f �  =  Š1
� � + / 2

� Š / 2 f denotes a phase-window average. In the case of a circularly polarised background, the
slowly varying (envelope) and rapid (carrier) timescales occur in
	a�  . We can demonstrate the
approximation by considering a single component of	a, e.g.	� · 	a.


 	� · 	a�  =
a0



� � + / 2

� Š / 2
d� f

�
�
�

�
cosb(� ). (7)

Now, one can introduce alocal frequency scale, � (� ) = b	(� ) and integrate by parts as in equation (A6). The
fast timescale of the cosine term is includedexactly. The remaining terms for the envelope and chirp
variations have a size, relative to the leading term, of the order of

�
1
�

f 	(�/ � )
f (�/ � )

, �
� 	(� )
� (� )

, (8)

respectively (neglecting a rapidly varying term that appears� cotb(� )). As long as the magnitudes of both
of these are much less than unity, we should expect the slowly varying approximation to be good. (The
same arguments apply to the	� · 	a term, whereas

	
	a2



 is not affected by chirp in a circularly polarised

background.) Beyond the additional constraints on the chirp, no further modi“cations to [37] are required
in the derivation (more details are given in appendixA).

Finally, we arrive atPLMA =
�

d� WLMA, where:

WLMA =
�

n= 1

� sn,� (� )

0
ds

d2Pmono
n [arms(� ), � (� )]

d� ds
, (9)

3
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wherea2
rms(� ) = q2/ m2 Š 1 and� (� ) = � [ � (� )] � 0, with � 0 = 
 · p/ m2 theunchirpedenergy parameter.

Hereq = 
 � � is thequasimomentum, the laser-cycle-average of the instantaneous electron momentum given
in equation (5). The appearance of alocalwavevector in� (� ) also follows from considering components of
the “eld-strength tensor,Fµ� , for the chirped pulse in equation (1), which contain terms� 
 µ(� )� a� /� b,
where
 µ(� ) = b

	
(� )
 µ. Pmono

n is the probability of nonlinear Compton scattering into thenth harmonic in
a monochromatic background,� is the proper time, related to the phase by d� / d� = 1/ (m� 0). The
approximation islocallymonochromatic because the intensity and energy parameter occurring in the
monochromatic probability now take the (cycle-averaged)localvalue at the position of the electron. The
integrand is given explicitly by equation (A28) for nonlinear Compton scattering. Unlike the
monochromatic case, here the harmonic range is phase-dependent:

sn,� (� ) =
sn(� )

1 + sn(� )
, sn(� ) =

2n� (� )
1 + a2

rms(� )
, (10)

wheresn(� ) is the edge of the classical (nonlinear) harmonic range.
To obtain the probability of Compton scattering in a focused laser background, we must use some

approximation, as analytical solutions to the Dirac equation in a realistic focused laser background are
unavailable (some progress has recently been made in this direction: see e.g. [43, 44]). One method is to
“nd an approximate solution to the Dirac equation using a WKB expansion in a small parameter� Š1,
where� is the initial relativistic gamma factor of the incident electron [45…47]. Then assuming� � a0, for
a head-on collision of the electron probe with the focused laser pulse, one can write:

P2D =
�

d2�
x� � (

�
x� )P[arms(

�
x� ), � (

�
x� )], (11)

where� is the electron probe areal density and the plane-wave probability,P from equation (6), now has an
intensity parameter which can depend on the perpendicular spatial co-ordinate.

3. Implementation in numerical simulations

The inclusion of strong-“eld QED processes in numerical simulations, such as the particle-in-cell [15, 16]
or particle-tracking codes [34, 35, 59] used in plasma and beam physics, is based on a semiclassical
treatment of particle dynamics, which combines classical trajectories with the use of probability rates [60].
This is motivated by the appearance of theclassicalkinetic momentum� , equation (5), in the QED
scattering probability, via the exponent of the Volkov wavefunction, equation (3). (This occurs because the
Volkov solution is identical to the semiclassical solution of the Dirac equation in a plane-wave background.)
This permits the probability, equation (6), to be approximated as the integralP �

�
W d� , whereW � 0 is

interpreted as a probability rate, which can depend, inter alia, on the instantaneous momentum and “eld
amplitude.

The approximations applied to the probability rate affect what dynamical quantities must be obtained
from the classical trajectory. In the LCFA, for example, the rateW = W[� (� )], where the quantum
nonlinearity parameter� (� ) = e|Fµ� [x(� )] � � (� )| / m3 [1]. Furthermore, the conservation of momentum
for the scattering may be written such that it constrains the kinetic, rather than asymptotic, momenta. Thus
the classical trajectory must be de“ned in terms of kinetic momentum� , i.e. instantaneously, and obtained
from the Lorentz force equation d� µ/ d� = ŠeFµ� � � / m and dxµ/ d� = � µ/ m. This is illustrated on the
left-hand side of “gure1: the classical trajectory is well-de“ned at all timescales, including that of the laser
carrier wave. The angular structure of the photon emission arises from two sources: the oscillation of the
trajectory ( � a0/� for � � a0 � 1) and the intrinsic beaming of the emission around the instantaneous
velocity, the latter being of characteristic size � 1/� [61, 62]. The former is the dominant contributor in
the regimea0 � 1, which is consequently where the LCFA is expected to be valid.

The rate in the LMA, by contrast, is derived assuming that the envelope of the potential, rather than the
potential itself, is slowly varying. Averaging over the fast timescale, the laser period, means that the quantity
that enters the rate, and also the conservation of momentum, is not the kinetic momentum directly, but
rather thequasimomentum q� 
 � � [1, 63]. In a plane wave,� = p Š ma+ 
 (2mp· a Š m2a2)/ (2
 · p) and
� 2 = m2, whereasq = p + 
 m2a2

rms/ (2
 · p) andq2 = m2(1 + a2
rms), for a2

rms � Š
	
a2



. In contrast to the

LCFA case, the rate is a function of two parameters: the normalised amplitude (or intensity parameter),
arms, and the energy parameter� � 
 · p/ m2, both locally de“ned. (The root-mean-square quantum
parameter follows as� rms = arms� .) Both may be obtained fromq as follows:arms =


(q/ m)2 Š 1 and

� = 
 · q/ m2. An equation of motion for the quasimomentum may be obtained by separating the Lorentz
force equation (in a focused, pulsed electromagneticwave) into quickly and slowly varying components and

4
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Figure 1. Illustration of two ways to model photon emission by an electron interacting with a high-intensity laser. In the LCFA
(left), the kinetic momentum� µ of the electron (blue) plays the essential role, appearing in the equation of motion, the
conservation of momentum, and the emission rate, the latter via the quantum parameter� . In the LMA (right), it is the
quasi-momentum q� 
 � � (green) that appears in the conservation of momentum and the emission rate, via the parameters
arms =

�
q2/ m2 Š 1 and� = 
 · q/ m2. The yellow arrow denotes the emitted photon, momentumk, and the red arrow the

wavevector of the laser background
 .

Table 1. Overview of the conceptual differences between LCFA- and LMA-based simulations of photon emission in strong laser pulses.

LCFA LMA

Rate derived for Constant, crossed “eld Monochromatic plane wave
(fast quiver motion here)

and controlled by Instantaneous momentum� µ Quasimomentumqµ = 
 � µ �
via quantum parameter� e viaarms and�

Lorentz force: Ponderomotive force:

equation of motion d� µ
d� = Š eFµ� � �

m
d	q
dt = Š m2

2q0
� a2

rms
�	 r

(fast quiver motion here)

isolating the latter. The result is the relativistic ponderomotive force equation [64]:

d
�
q

dt
= Š

m2

2q0

� a2
rms

�
�
r

, (12)

whereq0 = [m2(1 + a2
rms) + |	q|2]1/ 2. The slowly varying components of the position are determined by

d	r
dt

=
	q
q0 . (13)

The trajectory obtained from these two equations does not include the fast oscillation at the timescale of the
laser period, as shown on the right-hand side of “gure1. This does not mean that the physical effect of that
oscillation is lost: it is accounted for in the emission rate. To see this more clearly, note that at “xeds, in the
limit a0 � 1, there is a most probable harmonic indexn = a2

rmss/ [ � (1 Š s)] [ 65]. Combining this relation
with the conservation of quasimomentum, which readsk2

� / m2 = 2n� s(1 Š s) Š s2(1 + a2
rms) for p� = 0,

one “nds that the most probable emission angle is � arms/� for � � a0 � 1 [65] (see also [63]). Thus an
equivalent angular structure emerges, provided thatthe classical trajectory is parametrised in terms of
quasimomentum. The conceptual differences betweenLCFA- and LMA-based simulations are summarized
in table1.

The emission of photons, and its effect on this trajectory, is modeled in the following way. At any
particular timestep, we have the electron quasimomentumq and positionr from the classical equations of
motion, as well as the local values of the laser normalised amplitudearms(r), wavevector
 (r) and
polarisation (taken to be circular throughout). In fact,
 andq are suf“cient to determine the properties of
the emission, as they de“ne the two invariant parameters,arms and� , that control the rate and the
conservation of momentum. This is given by

q + n
 = q	 + k, (14)

whereq	 is the electron quasimomentum after the scattering,k is the momentum of the emitted photon,
andn is the harmonic index (the net number of laser photons absorbed). The emission rates themselves
control n and subsequentlys� 
 · k/
 · q, the lightfront momentum fraction. Givenn, sandq, it is a
matter of kinematics to determinek and thenq	. Our Monte Carlo algorithm is as follows: (i) advance the
electron trajectory by solving equations (12) and (13), (ii) evaluate, at every timestep, the probability of
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